
Fiction Readers for K-5

Someone left an unfinished drawing and a sad character asking, 
“Who am I?” It will take a talented artist to find out the answer to 
this question. But in addition to skill, it will take a lot of patience, 
because discovering the identity of the mysterious protagonist will 
require more than one attempt.

How can a tiny mouse help the powerful king of the jungle? How can a 
tortoise compete with the speed of a hare? With marvelous illustrations 
and simple words, Brian Wildsmith, acclaimed writer and artist who has 
sold more than 20 million illustrated books, revives two classic fables by La 
Fontaine, which show that you don’t need to be big and powerful to make a 
difference.

The animals of the jungle decided to celebrate their friend the 
chameleon’s birthday. However, they didn’t want to throw just any party; 
they wanted a surprise party! The animals worked together, but despite 
their best efforts, mix-ups soon began to take place. The result was a very 
fun, very unique party.

The garbage dump where the Olchis live is very cozy. There, they 
play with frogs, eat fishbone soup with old socks, and swim in 
garbage. One day, the Olchi children decide to go on a trip to 
Rabenstein Castle, where they spend a very scary night! And who 
would have thought that these peculiar green creatures would save 
the day?

Ever since Pepito learned to walk and discovered that the world was full 
of adventures, he had a dream of becoming a famous detective. Along 
with Lulú, his pet poodle, Pepito sits in front of his house, waiting for 
some crime to come knocking on his door. But Pepito has a serious 
problem: the street where he lives is the most boring street in the world. 
There has never been even the tiniest robbery. Until now, that is. Because 
there is always a first time.

Paula Vásquez
¿Quién soy yo?
(Who Am I?)
ISBN: 9786070132544
48pp    PB    $12.99   GRL: F  
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / 
Imagination & Play

Brian Wildsmith
Animales de fábula
(Fable Animals)
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64pp    PB    $11.99   GRL: G  
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La fiesta sorpresa
(The Surprise Party)
ISBN: 9786070132568
28pp    PB    $9.99   GRL: M  
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Los olchis en el 
castillo de Rabenstein
(The Olchis in Rabenstein Castle)
ISBN: 9786070132520
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José Ignacio Valenzuela
Pepito y la calle más 
aburrida del mundo
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